
Internet of Things, discover together with us what it is. Thingsdata is an independent IoT system integrator that helps organizations 
from all levels to realize the challenges of Internet of Things (IoT). With us as partner you can break free from the traditional 
business models or processes and modernize trough the deployment of innovative IoT technology. 

Our goal is to make the complex technological IoT elements (hardware, connectivity and data processing) accessible for every 
organisation and in addition support, to extract maximum value from the IoT data.

Since 2015   |   Based in Amsterdam   |   Privately owned company   |   Worldwide reach

 Hardware
‘Connecting devices at cloudspeed’
IoT hardware is the source of information, it is equipped 
with the intelligence to collect all different types of 
information. Innovative hardware is not only capable 
of detection and measurement, but can also act if it 
is equipped with components that can be controlled 
remotely. It also possesses a cellular module, that makes 
it so that there is always connection with the cloud.  
We guide you in selecting the most suitable hardware.

    
    Sensoren (off the shelf)
    4G routers
    Customize sensors and gateways

Interested?
Contact us at info@thingsdata.nl

Premium partners

All things all data

 Data processing
‘Analyzing a lot of data, with IoT monitoring’
Capture data that’s been unused up to now in a IoT-portal 
and analyze this to improve. Huge amounts of operational 
data can be easily analyzed, visualized and even integrate 
with existing systems. With the benefit to determine which 
data is relevant for your organization, you can achieve this 
with an logical IoT-portal. We guide you in the process of 
selecting the most suitable IoT-portal for data processing, 
storage, reports and analyzation.

    Provisioning and management of IoT devices
    Processing, collecting and visualizing data
    Security

 Connectivity
‘Limitless local & global connectivity’
IoT connectivity, ensures that your installations,  
devices and sensors communicate trough your own 
mobile internet access. We have M2M, LTE M, NB-IOT 
and LoRa technologies by default in our portfolio.  
With our portfolio of IoT networks Thingsdata offers for 
every application the right mobile data solution.  
There is intensive collaboration with a partner 
ecosystem, including the best roaming contracts 
nationally and internationally.

    
    It works anywhere around the world
    It is compatible with every device
    Different subscriptions
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